This paper presents the results of a numerical study to understand the flow field over a projectile with wraparound fins. This investigation is performed in order to determine aerodynamic coefficients for the missile model for varying Mach number from 1.2 to 2.5. The roll moment coefficients were computed from the flow field solution and compared with other computational models and experimental works. The results show a reversal of the rolling moment in a Mach number from 1.2 to 1.4. While generating Mach number profile along missile body, a transition from subsonic to supersonic flow was notably found just before the fin-tip in the Mach number range from 1.2 to 1.4. This transition from subsonic to supersonic just before the fin seems to be the main cause for the roll reversal, which makes the flow inside the fin passage behave differently. Furthermore, it was seen that most of the effect was confined towards the leading edge of the fins.
CFL

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition
INTRODUCTION
With the development of different missiles, from groundlaunched saturation field-artillery rockets to air-launched weapons, simple unguided rockets or sophisticated cruise missiles, tube launching was chosen for its packaging convenience and for increasing the reliability of the rocket motor. These projectiles require folding aerodynamic stabilisers because of packaging constraints. Such stabilisers would be folded in the stowed position to fit within a circular cylinder and would deploy instantly after launch. The wrap-around fin (WAF) configurations not only meet these requirements, they also maximise the volume available for the missiles subsystems, especially for the nozzle exit. Modern advances in stealth technology have made use of the missiles equipped with WAF desirable, because these can be stowed to reduce the radar cross-section of the aircraft [1] . These WAF configurations have conventional longitudinal aerodynamics similar to those with planar fins of identical planform [2] . However, several aerodynamic anomalies have been repeatedly experienced [3] during previous studies. Major ones include rolling moment at 0° angle of attack (AOA) [4, 5] , roll reversal at transonic conditions (around Mach No. 1.0-1.5) [5, 6] and varying pitch-yaw-side force coupling experienced at varying AOA [7] . These anomalies have been one of the major causes of deviation of projectile from its prescribed trajectory. The spinning projectile experience torque due to the side force, which is perpendicular to both torque applied and the angular momentum of the projectile, causing wobbling motion from its target [8] . Thus, to design dynamically stable projectiles, one need to predict these anomalies for all the flight conditions for flight trajectory.
Previous CFD studies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] of missile configurations with WAF have shown general agreement with experimental data of roll reversal, but always lacked accuracy in roll moment and side moment determination. Edge [11] considered both inviscid as well as viscous flows and calculated the roll moment using a three-dimensional full Navier-Strokes code. Abate and Cook [12] calculated the roll moment of WAFs attached to an infinitely long cylinder using Euler code. They pointed out that the accuracy of CFD greatly depends on the configuration modelled. They also added that roll moment did not appear as long as fin thickness was neglected. So they considered fin thickness to be the critical parameter in WAF aerodynamics. They explained the roll moment reversal with the concept of converging diverging nozzle [12] . Paek [13] , et al. further showed that the edge and tip shapes too have a great significance in the roll moment of WAF. They also showed that Euler equations can give comparably accurate solutions when computing the roll moment of WAF configuration. Their comparison with Edge [11] showed that the fin tip, when pinched, shows complete agreement with the experimental data.
Dahlke [14] conducted an experimental study on WAF for range of Mach number 0.3 to 3.0 and proved that the static longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of WAF did not differ from conventional configuration with identical bodies and flat fins whose area was equal to the projected area of the curved fins. McIntyre [1] , et al used experimental analogy to investigate the rolling moment reduction with increasing Mach number. They used Schileren photography and surface flow visualisation of the fin-generated shock structure. For rolling moment reduction, they used two curved fin missiles, one having a solid fin and the other a slotted fin. The slot was to provide pressure relief thereby reducing the Mach dependence of the rolling moment, and thus reduce the strength of shock structure produced by the fin. Results indicated that the magnitude of the rolling moment decreases with increasing Mach number for both the fins and rolling moment for the slotted fin reduced drastically along with a reduction in wave drag. Rolling moment is positive at subsonic velocity (missile roll towards the concave side of the fin) and roll reversal was experienced at about Mach No 1.0. Winchenbach [15] , et al. conducted the free flight aeroballistics tests to obtain aerodynamic data over Mach number from 0.6 to 1.35 for a WAF configuration at atmospheric pressure. Results of their analysis indicated that dynamic instability exists above Mach No. 1 and is related to an out of plane side moment which is dependent on the pitch angle and this moment can have a dramatic effect on trajectory computations based on the conventional aerodynamic coefficient and derivatives. They observed detached bow shock formation at the fin tip and reasoned it to be the possible cause for rolling moment variation in view of varying flow field along concave and convex sides of the fin.
In spite of various works, the primary reason for roll reversal has not been properly explained. However, the computational simulation [16] and experimental studies [17] on a single WAF by Tilmann [16, 17] , et al suggest the vortex formation at the fin/body juncture at the convex side of the fin can be the cause of roll reversal. Abate and Cook [12] explained roll reversal phenomenon as converging-diverging analogy. However, if it would have been the reason, then roll reversal would have been reported at Mach No. 1.0 in ideal conditions. Furthermore, the roll reversal Mach number, reported by various researchers had never been consistent. Few previous computational works were been done while neglecting some important [12] , Paek [13] , et al and Edge [11] are computational work. As shown in Table 1 , no particular cross-over point has been uniformly observed. This can be attributed to how the configuration is modelled. In the present work, standard The Technical Co-operation Program (TTCP) model has been used, while considering viscous effects too. The focus of the present study is to understand the reason behind aerodynamic anomalies of WAF projectile. Computational mesh geometry was generated using GAMBIT, while processing and postprocessing work was done using FLUENT ® . Simulation work was carried from Mach number ranging from 0.8 to 2.5 to determine aerodynamics coefficients for missile model.
NUMERICAL FORMULATION
The system of governing equations for a single-component fluid, written to describe the mean flow properties, is cast in integral, Cartesian form for an arbitrary control volume V with differential surface area dA as follows:
Where the W is the dependent vector of conserved variable, F and G are the inviscid and viscous flux vector in standard conservation form and Q is the dependent vectors of primary variables:
H is the total enthalpy per unit mass and is related to the total energy E by:
Equation (1) is numerically stiff and has slow rate of convergence in low Mach number region and incompressible flow region. This problem is alleviated by pre-multiplying the time-derivative term by a pre-conditioning matrix [18] G. The resulting governing equation becomes: (5) is discretised spatially using a finite volume scheme wherein the physical domain is subdivided into cells and the integral equations are applied to each cell. The flow field is represented by associating with each cell an average value of the solution Q i within the control volume. The flux vectors F and G appearing in Eqn (5) are evaluated by standard upwind, flux-difference splitting [19] . The discrete flux at each face of the control volume is obtained as:
Where, Q R and Q L are the solution vector right and left side of the face,
(L is the diagonal matrix of eigen values and M is the modal matrix that diagonalises
A is the flux jacobian
An Euler implicit discretisation in time (using first order upwinding scheme) of the governing equations is combined with a Newton-type linearisation of the fluxes to produce the following linearised system in delta form:
The centre and off-diagonal coefficient matrices, D and S j, k are given by,
and the residual vector R n and time step Dt are defined as,
max CFL x t D D = l (10) It should be noted that the detailed derivation of the scheme is provided by Weiss, et al [20] .
Celebrating Sixty Years of Publication was used. Figure 3 shows meshing on the body surface of a standard TTCP projectile.
Figures 4(a) to (c) show detailed view of the mesh over the nose and fin surface of the missile (both blunt and pinched) and Fig. 5 shows the flow field mesh in the vicinity of the fin.
Different boundary conditions were defined for different faces. The model surfaces were defined as walls, while the inlet and the outlet faces were defined as pressure inlet and pressure outlet conditions respectively as required by the compressible flow formulation being used in the present study. Processing and post-processing were done using FLUENT ® . Steady-state solution was achieved using coupled implicit formulation involving the energy Eqn (1) which is the requirement of compressible high speed flow as it captures the shock pattern efficiently. The velocity formulation was chosen to be absolute and Green-Gauss cell-based gradient option was used. The fluid used for flow field was taken as air, invoking the properties of ideal gas. Operating pressure was set as 1 bar for M > 0.2 for the simulation work. The discretisation of momentum equation, energy equation and conservation equation was done using first-order up-winding scheme, pressure-velocity coupling was done using SIMPLE method and k-e formulation was used for the present analysis. Grid independence study was done at Mach No. 2.5 considering the flow to be inviscid and the optimum grid number was
The above equations are solved using a point GaussSeidel scheme in conjunction with an algebraic multigrid (AMG) method [21] adapted for coupled sets of equations.
The fin projectile designed by TTCP was used as the basic configuration in the present study as shown in Fig. 1 , which has a length of 200 cm and a diameter of 20 cm. It should be noted that the dimensions mentioned in Fig.1 are in calibers, and 1 caliber corresponds to 20 cm. The standard TTCP configuration has fins with symmetric leading and trailing edge bevels, with a difference of 45°e xists between the root and tip chord cross section. Previous computational studies [11, 13] were done with blunt leading and trailing edges. In the present study, two configurations have been developed, one with blunt leading edge and the other with a pinched leading edge. The complete projectile model computational grid was generated using GAMBIT ® . Since the mesh geometry needed to be focused towards the fin-tip, fin-thickness, and fin-area, dense meshing was done in the near-region of projectile model. Computational domain surrounding the model was chosen in the shape of a cylinder of 5 units. Another cylinder was created of 2 units enclosing the model. This cylinder was meshed with finer grid size, whereas outer cylinder was coarsely meshed. This enabled in getting a clustered grid in the fin-vicinity, thus, providing accurate results. For meshing the surface of the missile, quadrilateral meshing with map and pave scheme was used, in addition with a spacing function relating with the surface. For the flow field meshing, structured meshing scheme employing Hexahedral map and Hexahedral cooper Celebrating Sixty Years of Publication estimated to be 308 000 beyond which the surface pressure does not change with the grid size.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To validate the numerical scheme discussed in the previous section, a detailed simulation of the flow over a projectile with WAF was carried out for a Reynolds number range, based on projectile length for sea level conditions, from 27 million to 57 million for free stream Mach number ranging from 1.2 to 2.5. While simulating the flow at varying Mach numbers ranging from transonic to higher supersonic, the flow field solutions showed a number of interesting features. Comparison of computed roll moment coefficients from the present study with the available data in the open literature has been plotted in Fig. 6 . As shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1 , no consistent roll-reversal point has been reported in the literature. This variation can be attributed to the fact that the previous works were done on different models and at different flow conditions with different assumptions. Paek, et al. [13] used the standard TTCP model with blunt leading edge and inviscid conditions using an Euler code, whereas Edge [11] used the standard TTCP configuration with blunt edge but with viscous model using a full Navier-Stokes equation. However, every work shows similar trend, i.e., predicting a cross-over point in low-supersonic range, which is also observed in the present study as shown in Fig. 6 . At lower Mach number, the roll moment coefficients are negative while at higher Mach numbers, roll moment coefficients are positive. A positive roll moment coefficient indicates a roll direction towards fins centre of curvature. As shown in Fig. 6 , one crossover point is observed, which shows that roll moment coefficients computed with present code agree well with the trend of roll reversal point (crossover point). Furthermore, it agrees well with reports of Abate and Cook [12] that roll moment coefficient curve has small peaks before and after the crossover point. The [13] , which show exact matching between their inviscid simulation results and the viscous results reported by Edge [11] . The results reported in Figs 6 and 7 are in accordance with what is reported by Tilmann, et al [16, 17] , which shows an increase in the rolling moment coefficient when the viscous effects are considered.
The reduction in the roll reversal Mach number for viscous flows can be attributed to different strengths of conditions and is not effected much by the shape of the fin leading edge. However, the magnitude of the rolling moment coefficient for a blunt fin is higher at higher Mach numbers compared to that produced by a pinched fin model. To understand the reason behind rolling moment generation at zero AOA, a comparative study of the Mach number and pressure profiles were done for both blunt and pinched leading edge models along the body axis. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the Mach number profile for the pinched and the blunt leading edge respectively. In the pinched model, one can observe the formation of conical shock at the projectile nose followed by an expansion wave and a the shock waves at the nose of the projectile as well as the frictional losses, bringing in a change in the shock structure in front of the curved fins, as shown in Figs 8(a) and 8(b) and the resulting vortex formation due to pressure built up along the fin curvature as shown in Figs 9(a) and 9(b). This variation of the roll reversal point due to viscous effects may be the cause of the scatter in the data reported so far in the literature as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 6 .
Another interesting feature of the data presented in Fig. 6 is that the roll reversal point is the same for both the pinched and blunt fin models. This suggests that the roll reversal is primarily a function of the upstream flow 
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relatively weaker shock in front of the fins. The flow through the curved fins remains primarily supersonic with small zones of subsonic flow at the fin-body junction (as was reported by Tilmann, et al. [17] ) and towards the tip of the fin. The small region of subsonic flow in the tip region of the fin suggests the formation of a curved shock wave of variable strength from the root to the tip of the fin. The subsonic flow at the fin-body junction is due to the viscous retardation of the flow whereas the subsonic flow towards the fin tip is due to the higher incoming flow Mach number away from the body resulting in the formation of a stronger shock wave. The presence of the supersonic flow in the fin passage (due to weak oblique shock along the fin leading edge) can be easily corroborated by the presence of the large supersonic patch at the end of the body (expansion plane) as seen in Fig. 10(a) . In the case of a blunt fin model, a larger subsonic patch can be observed towards the fin tip. The blunt tip of the fin is expected to produce a detached bow shock, stronger than the oblique shock, when immersed in a supersonic flow. The stronger shock is expected to retard the flow to a subsonic flow, resulting in a smaller zone of supersonic flow through the fin passage. The smaller zone of supersonic flow can be clearly seen in Fig.  10(b) in the much confined expansion to the supersonic flow at the end of the projectile. Once again, the nonuniform Mach number profile at the fin plane suggests the presence of a curved shock of varying strength from the fin root to tip. The difference in the rolling moment for the pinched and blunt tip models suggest that the nonzero rolling moment is not only due to the vortex formation reported by Tilmann, et al. [17] but the fin leading edge shape also plays an important role by dictating the leading edge shock structure, as reported by Winchenbach, et al. [15] , responsible for flow retardation away from the finbody junction. The difference in fluid dynamics for a pinched leading edge model and a blunt leading edge model is further illustrated in Figs. 11 (a-b) in which the static pressure and Mach number profiles at the leading edge are plotted.
Since the pinched fin model provides a lower rolling moment compared to the blunt fin model, and therefore, is expected to be aerodynamically more stable, the phenomenon of roll reversal with Mach number was studied for a pinched fin model. The results presented hereafter are all for the pinched fin model. It can be seen in the data presented in Fig. 6 that the roll reversal for this model at zero degree AOA attack occurs between Mach 1.4 and 1.5. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6 and discussed in the subsequent discussion, the point of roll reversal is found to be independent of the fin tip shape, i.e., same roll reversal point is observed for both the pinched and the blunt fin models. This observation suggests that the roll reversal is dependent on the flow dynamics upstream of the fins. To understand this flow field, Mach number as well as static pressure variations for different free stream Mach numbers have been plotted along a line parallel to the missile body up to the middle of the fin tip. From the Mach number variation (as shown in Fig.12 (a) ) it can be observed that the flow is subsonic for inlet condition of up to Mach No. 1.4 just before the fin whereas the flow remains supersonic even up to the fin for Mach No. 1.5 and above. Hence, there is a transition from subsonic to supersonic flow just before the fin-tip in the Mach number from 1.4 to 1.5. This transition from subsonic to supersonic flow just before the fin seems to be the primary cause for the roll reversal.
The static pressure profile (as shown in Fig. 12(b) ) indicates the formation of shock waves just before the fin with the sharp increase in pressure. Since the flow remains supersonic for Mach numbers beyond 1.5, this shock should be oblique shock or detached bow shock. This observation confirms the converging-diverging nozzle analogy suggested by Abate and Cook [12] showing that the roll reversal indeed happens at a fin tip Mach number of 1.0. However, the fin tip Mach number is different from the free stream Mach number and depends on the body geometry and flow conditions. To further understand the flow field, the Mach number variations are plotted along fin curvature for different axial locations before and after the fin, as shown in the Figs 13 (a) and 13(b) . Here chordwise direction is nondimensionalized with the chord length of the fin and spanwise direction along the fin curvature is nondimensionalized with the curved length of the fin. It has been observed (as shown in Fig.13(a) ) that for x/c = -0.05 (just before the fin tip) the flow for Mach number 1.3 and above is supersonic in most parts of the fin and subsonic close to the body surface. However, at x/c = 0 (at the fin tip), the flow is completely subsonic up to Mach No. 1.4 while it is partially supersonic for Mach No. 1.5 and above (as shown in Fig.13 (b) ). This further validates the observed roll reversal phenomenon in the range of Mach No. 1.4 to 1.5 and illustrates the difference between the flow fields before and after the roll reversal points. Also, along the fin curvature a varying flow field has been observed. This is due to the varying shock strength as one moves away from the surface along the fin curvature. passage for a free stream Mach number of 2.2. Where, Fig.14 (a) shows Mach number contours at mid-span of the fin, Fig.14 (b) shows the same at 90 per cent span of fin. These contours show a good indication of shock structure generated by the modelled WAF. As one moves along the fin curvature along radial direction, shock strength varies. Moving radially outward, the strength of shock wave decreases along concave region of the fin, whereas it remains the same in the convex region of the fin. On the convex side of the fin, the shock wave expands whereas it converges on the concave side of the fin. Fig.17b ) there is not much moment generation, whereas much of rolling moment generation can be attributed to 
shown in Fig. 19(b) . However, once we go beyond the roll reversal point (i.e., Mach 1.4), the passage Mach number first decreases up to a certain length and then starts to increase again with corresponding increase and decrease in static pressure, as seen in Figures 20(a) nand 20(b) . This phenomenon conclusively points to the fact that indeed there is a change in the nature of the flow in the fin passage, particularly towards the leading edge of the fins up to a fraction of the chord that give rise to the roll reversal. To further elaborate the findings, the static pressure profile has been plotted along a line midway at the span of the fin, both on the concave and the convex sides for free stream Mach numbers 1.2 to 1.8, as shown in Fig. 21 . As shown in Fig. 21 (a) , the convex side has greater pressure than the concave side in most of the part except at the small fin tip region where concave side pressure slightly exceeds the one on the convex side. Figures 21(b) and 21(d) show that as the Mach number increase, this difference between the static pressure at the concave and convex sides at the fin leading edge region goes on building up whereas it remains mostly the same in the other part. Therefore, it can be safely concluded that this change in the static pressure, at the fin leading edge region, plays a major role in causing the roll-reversal phenomenon.
This study shows that the anomalies present in the flow over projectiles with WAFs is a complex viscouscompressible flow and is governed by the flow Mach number and the body geometry. The complex nature of the flow field and the presence of curved bow shock is perhaps the reason that there is so much scatter in the data reported so far by various researchers as it is almost impossible to maintain the same conditions for two studies. Therefore, it can be concluded that the roll reversal and non-zero rolling moment at zero angle of attack are system level problems in the projectiles with wrap around fins, and hence, detailed analysis must be done to estimate the aerodynamic coefficients of a particular configuration.
CONCLUSIONS
Flow field solutions of a projectile with WAFs were obtained by solving 3-D Navier-Stokes equations. Grids were accurately distributed across the flow field, both near the tip of the nose and at the fin edge of a TTCP model. The roll moment coefficients were calculated from flow field solutions and then compared with experimental results. Computed roll coefficients show a similar trend of roll reversal in low-supersonic range, as obtained in experimental results reported in the literature. A detailed study of the flow field at different Mach numbers were carried out and it was observed that roll reversal phenomenon is largely due to the shock wave structure in the vicinity of fin-body junction making the flow in between the fin passage change its nature for subsonic and supersonic flows just upstream of the fins. Furthermore, the difference in the dynamics of the flow in the concave and convex sides of the fins (a) (b) cause pressure buildups responsible for non-zero rolling moments at zero angle of attack. The study also illustrates that only the frontal portion of the fins, and not the whole fins, take part in the processes responsible for rolling moment generation. With varying edge and tip shape (blunt edge and 45º edge on the fin), roll-reversal point remains the same, but magnitude varies significantly at higher Mach numbers.
